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Many who work to end racial disparities share the challenge of educating the majority 

about the struggles of minorities.   But effectively delivering the powerful messages that 

promote racial equity among all is not simply a skill, it is a gift. This is Chantel McCrea. 

 

Following a district-wide climate survey that revealed race-related tensions among 

students, teachers and families that had previously been unacknowledged, and inspired by 

the book, “The Hate You Give” by Angie Thomas, Chantel initiated a series of student-

staff roundtables with candid discussions and sustained dialogue on race and difficult 

racial issues. Chantel explains that to educate others in today’s world you have to go 

beyond a stereotypical history lesson: 

 

“I’ve created an increased sense of transparency between the students and staff and 

created a way to teach the staff how to educate students of all backgrounds effectively as 

well as how to educate about racism and race through a more modern lens rather than 

teaching exclusively about slavery.” 

 

Now known as the Diversity Ambassadors, Chantel’s group has already reached several 

hundred area students and teachers.  Her work has fostered community-wide self-

awareness while generating positivity and understanding. “We have created a safe yet 

daring space in which race and all that comes with it are able to be discussed without 

fear of judgment and/or polarization.”  And this from a girl who describes growing up in 

East Rochester “…being ashamed of my race because of the way it was being spoken of 

by my predominantly white classmates, so I strove to be as ‘white’ as possible…” 

 

Chantel is also ensuring her work continues when she graduates.  Although ”there are no 

teachers of color amongst our staff”, she continues cultivating leadership strategies 

amongst current Diversity Ambassadors using sustained dialogue techniques to 

encourage cultural responsiveness across both the high school and middle school.  

 

East Rochester High School principal Casey van Harssel describes Chantel’s wisdom and 

maturity, saying “Over these last two years, I have had a front-row seat to the evolution 

of Chantel cultivating her leadership style and voice…While being able to quantify 

Chantel’s impact on East Rochester’s shift in cultural responsiveness may be difficult, I 

can say with 100% certainty that we would not be where we currently are on the journey 

without Chantel’s leadership, drive and passion.” 

 

Chantel, you’ve clearly started your community on the path towards successful racial 

change.   Bravo! 


